So

you want a
poetry collection
that will inspire
readers?

Why poetry?

Poetry is like art, it can be observed and widely interpreted, enjoyed for its aesthetic
properties and vivid images, it can inspire emotion and enlighten, entertain and
engage, challenge and surprise, and sound marvelous when read aloud.
We find it easy to go to a gallery and browse both historical and cutting-edge art,
and yet we can be intimidated by poetry. This is a lost opportunity. Think of poetry
as a gallery of art for perusal, think of it as an “opportunity to be overwhelmed by
beauty… a sort of brain-swoon, like brain freeze…” (Shawna Lemay, Asking,
Seraphim Editions).
In 2013, poetry sales in Canada were up by 4%, and it’s considered a hot topic,
according to a report by BookNet Canada. Poetry is increasingly permeating pop
culture, and proving that it’s for the people, and not just for the poets. From Breaking
Bad to Mad Men, James Franco to Wes Anderson’s Grand Budapest Hotel, poetry is
surfacing and being enjoyed in the mainstream.
Publisher members in the Literary Press Group of Canada (LPG) produce rich,
poetry-filled lists year after year, including award winners and nominees for major
prizes like the Governor General Literary Awards and the Griffin Poetry Prize.
Currently, of the 58 LPG members, 52 of the publishers include poetry books in
their lists, and for many, it is a specialty!
There are many kinds of poetry that will appeal to a broad audience. We’ve put
together a few selection tips and book lists that will help you build your poetry
selection into a collection that will inspire readers.

1. Seek out collections that deal with specific interests and topics.
This sounds self-evident but sometimes poetry can seem so intimidating that we
forget it can be about something specific, perhaps even an area of particular interest.
There are rich niches of poetry on just about anything your readers may fancy.
For example, on the natural world and the environment, consider these options:

Invasive Species
Light Light by Julie Joosten Bite Down Little Whisper
Now You Care
by Claire Caldwell
(BookThug)
by Don Domanski
by Di Brant
(Wolsak & Wynn)
moves from science of
(Brick Books)
(Coach House)
juxtaposes daily life with
natural history to the
explores mindful
a poetic, passionate
climate change
contemporary science of
landscapes
argument against
global warming
environmental degradation

On art, the following may enlighten:
Sample poems and poem essays in Asking by Shawna Lemay (Seraphim Editions)
about paintings, ekphrasis, beauty, and deep looking
Peruse a simply beautiful book with striking images crafted in language, Light by
Souvankham Thammavongsa (Pedlar)
JonArno Lawson’s Down the Bottom of the Bottom of the Box (Porcupine’s Quill) pairs
paper cuts by artist Alec Dempster with poems to delight adults and kids alike
For baseball fans, proving that there is poetry for everyone, here are some surefire
hits:
Dwayne Brenna’s latest collection, Stealing Home (Hagios Press)
Jason Curiel’s Satisfying Clicking Sound (Vehicule) features a great knuckleball poem
Matt Robinson has a ballpark piece in his chapbook collection, a fist made and then
un-made (Gaspereau)

2. Look for local authors.
Hearing a poet read can change your experience of their work. Here are a few
suggestions of local poets across Canada. For poets in your area, check out the
League of Canadian Poets’ website to search for poets by any location in Canada.
Maritimes

Michael Crummey
Hard Light
(Brick)

Mary Dalton
Hooking
(Vehicule)

Sue Goyette
Kathy Mac
Matt Robinson
Outskirts
The Hundefraulein Papers How We Play At It
(Brick)
(Roseway)
(ECW)

Montreal

		

			

Jon Paul Fiorentino
Erin Moure
I’m Not Scared of You Secession / Incession
or Anything
(BookThug)
(Anvil)

Mike Spry
Jack
(Invisible/Snare)

Ottawa

		

David Groulx
In the Silhouette
of your Silences
(Now or Never)

rob mclennan
Bury Me in the
Green Wood
(ECW)

Monty Reid
Garden
(Chaudiere)

Toronto

Dani Couture
Brecken Hancock
Jim Johnstone
Robin Richardson
Paul Vermeersch
Yaw
Broom Broom
Dog Ear
Grunt of the Minotaur Don’t Let It End Like
(Mansfield)
(Coach House)
(Vehicule)
(Insomniac)
This Tell Them I Said
								
Something (ECW)

Prairies

Louise Cabri
Posh Lust
(New Star)

Christine Fellows
Burning Daylight
(ARP)

Catherine Owen
Frenzy
(Anvil)

Katherena Vermette
North End Love Songs
(Shillingford)

Vancouver

		

Marita Dachsel
Glossolalia
(Anvil)

Jennica Harper
George Stanley
the octopus
North of California St
(Signature)
(New Star)

3. Pursue various styles that will appeal to different readers.
Narrative, direct, plainspoken

			
		

Mike Spry
Daniel Jones
Robert Priest
Bourbon & Eventide The Brave Never Write Previously Feared Darkness
(Invisible)
Poetry (Coach House)
(ECW)

Experimental, wordplay, avant-garde

bill bisset
Rush
(BookThug)

Geordie Miller
Re:union
(Invisible)

Humorous 					

Short Talks
Anne Carson
(Brick)
			

Why Poetry Sucks
Ryan Fitzpatrick &
Jonathan Ball, editors
(Insomniac)

Bill Kennedy
apostrophe
(ECW)

Margaret Christakos Sarah Yi-Mei Tsiang
Multitudes
Status Update
(Coach House)
(Oolichan)

Canadiana

Don McKay
Zachariah Wells
Angular Unconformity Track and Trace
(Goose Lane)
(Biblioasis)

4. Dive right in!
You don’t need to read the whole book straight through, quickly, or even in order.
Perhaps an anthology is a great way to get readers started, to get a feel for many
poets all in one book.

		
		
		

		
		
		
		
		

		
		

Regreen
Madhur Anand &
Adam Dickinson
(Scrivener)

Global Poetry Anthology
Mary Dalton &
Sean O’Brien
(Vehicule) 		

The Echoing Years
Randall Maggs &
John Ennis
(Brick)

Where the Nights Are Our Days in Vaudeville The Breakwater Book of
Twice As Long
Stuart Ross
Contemporary Newfoundland
David Eso &
(Mansfield)
Poetry // James Langer &
Jeanette Lynes				
Mark Callanan
(Goose Lane)				
(Breakwater)

I Found It at the Movies Re-Imaging the Sky
Breathing Fire 2			
Ruth Roach Pierson Newcomer Women’s Collective Lorna Crozier & Patrick Lane
(Guernica) 		
(TSAR) 		
(Nightwood)

Want to be kept up-to-date on all the latest
Canadian poetry releases?
Be sure to check out
AllLitUp.ca /categories/POETRY
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